
"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). I really do appreciate your time, and 
recognize how  busy you are. 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you very much. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Student, voter, concerned citizen. 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Victoria 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection.  The 
provisions regarding  environmental flows are not adequate. We must have 
priority for minimum  environmental flows and these must be 
scientifically based and legally  enforceable. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
Fresh water is the lifeblood of the planet. Every time we pollute a   
watershed, every time we disrupt watershed patterns, every time we lower   
water tables through excessive use we are contributing to the slow death 
of  the planet. We have a responsibility to protect our water for all 
wildlife,  for ourselves, and for future generations, a responsibility 
that cannot abide failure. 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature, ourselves and future 
generations. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
Comox 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Sooke 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Port Coquitlam 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
After over 100 years of little to no incentive for people to take care of 
the  health of water resources, ""guidelines"" for the public and the 
imbalance of  small fees for huge consumption of water used by industry 
are going to do  very little to help. When water bottling companies will 
pay only 85 cents for  every 1 million litres of water they extract, it 
is difficult to imagine what, if any, effect on water consumption this 
will incite -- on the industry or on the percentage of the public who 
obtain a large amount of their drinking water from bottling companies. 
 
As with most things that are precious to life, or that protect life 
itself,  humans requires a stiff penalty or price to pay in order to 
understand and  respect the importance of it. For example, until stiff 
penalties for driving  under the influence of alcohol were implemented, 
many people were harmed or killed in auto accidents because people didn't 
take the risk seriously enough. When not only the public, but also 
industry, are put in a position where they must pay adequately for what 
they use of a natural resource as intrinsic to life as water, then, and 
only then, will government policy see the resultant care and respect for 
this resource that they (and many concerned citizens) want to see. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 



 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use   
water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Cranbrook 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Oliver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly and possibly most important, please include an explicit statement 
that any private right to use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Mission 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly and possibly most important, please include an explicit statement 
that any private right to use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Castlegar 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need   
to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Powell River 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Cranbrook 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need   
to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Powell River 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Conserving water for nature sustains water for people","Dear Premier 
Clark, Minister Polak and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
I am writing to comment on the draft proposal for the Water 
Sustainability Act (WSA). Water is the most basic of ecological services 
that nature provides and it deserves strong protection. 
 
I urge you to include more protection, clarity and commitment to protect   
water for nature. Binding standards need to be included in the WSA to 
protect  water for fish, wildlife and stream health. Guidelines are not 
good enough. 
 
Our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish, wildlife 
and  essential human uses. These objectives need to apply to all 
industries, including forestry, and oil and gas (which includes 
fracking). 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management. 
Please  provide a clear mandate to facilitate participation by local 
citizens and  watershed groups in decisions. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly,not every 30 years. We need 
to  build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
Water use fees must make public ‘cents’. The new Act needs appropriate   
fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that supports responsible   
water management. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable improved public participation. 
 
finally, it is essential that any private right to use water does not 
harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Windermere 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Cranbrook 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
calgary 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"NB to protect our waters","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Cranbrook 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Canmore 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Nelson 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Edmonton 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Oliver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
invermere, b.c. 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Jaffray 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Let's keep our waterways pristine for future generations","Dear Premier 
Clark, Minister Polak and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Procter 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Port Elgin 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Better yet - let's not sell ANY of our water to bottling companies and   
candy-makers.  Bottles used in the 'water' business are discarded 
carelessly and are endangering our fish and wildlife habitats!! 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Burnaby 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fort Steele 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fanny Bay 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Victoria 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Further to the many detailed comments I made during Water Modernization 
Act  workshops, I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the draft 
proposal for  the Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
Please include more protections, clarity and commitments to protect water 
for  nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our water deserves 
the best  possible protection. Without potable water, none of us can live 
more than a  few days. It is our most precious resource next to air, and 
must not be  commodified. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. Fracking, and consequent groundwater contamination   
threatens our survival as a species and must STOP. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Mission 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect BC for my grandchildren!","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak 
and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
  We should know what chemicals are being used in fracking so that their   
effects can be measured. Do you have any idea what is being pumped   
underground, where it comes up and how clean the results are? If so, 
please reassure the rest of us. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Invermere 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Water, a precious resource","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
Our water deserves protection! Not only do humans need water to survive, 
so  do fish and wildlife. Our waterways need binding protection. 
 
 
Our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish, wildlife 
and  essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all industries,   
including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and other   
industries. At the moment, there are two 22 inch pipelines drawing water 
from  Williston Reservoir. 
 
Watersheds need to be protected as a whole. Please provide a clear 
mandate and resources for local watershed groups to be involved in this 
management process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate.Climate 
change  is here. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that 
make 'cents'. As I understand it, many industrial users are not even 
montiored for the amount of water they are taking out of the environment 
and are certainly NOT paying the full value! 
 
I would ask that you make public participation easier. The public's 
interest  in water is paramount. No private right shoud trump this. 
 
 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fort St. John, B.C., 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Ensure Protection of water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister 
Polak and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but more  must be done to protect our water adequately for the 
future. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough, it's too easy to make 
excuses - water  is too valuable for such a cavalier approach, it's the 
fundamental  requirement for life. 
 
Provincial water objectives must set high priority on water to ensure 
that fish and wildlife continue to thrive and for essential human uses. 
These objectives MUST apply to all industries, including forestry, oil 
and gas (which includes fracking) and other industries - there should be 
no removals  of water from the earth's water cycle because of 
toxification, so industries  must ensure no net loss of water or water 
quality. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to be able to steward this vital resource. 
 
The province's oversight must be commensurate with the value of water as 
the fundamental of life, not as just another commodity. This means 
responsible  and timely review of water use and water licenses -  need to 
be reviewed  regularly – 30 years is a hold over from the antiquated laws 
you are  supposed to be updating! We need to build in the flexibility to 
adapt to our  changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased participation of the public, most especially those within   
watersheds and aquifers in the granting of water licenses is critical to   
monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise the process 
to  enable increased public participation; not only is this fulfilling 
your fiduciary responsibility for our rights to clean water, this is an 
efficient  and effective way to stewarding our water. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that protects the public’s   
interest against any potentially harmful private water use. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature and for all of us. 
 
Sincerely, 
 



 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to  enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Coquitlam 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Morinville 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Trail 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
San Antonio, Texas USA 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical  to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature, and for me and future 
generations. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
  



"Please protect our water!","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act. 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act. 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
North Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
North Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
North Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
North Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
North Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I urge you to include more protections, clarity and commitments to 
protect   
water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our water 
deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
All these points I think are extremely important in our aim to protect 
our  sources of clean water,please be brave and do what must be done to 
protect this incredible gift for all of us in perpetuity. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
    ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Lee Creek 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Calgary 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
I live on the Sunshine Coast of British Columbia and much of our 
watershed   
has been logged. This has caused major problems the worst is erosion 
which is  destroying topsoil and contaminating water. This also causes 
great loss of  biodiversity which is disturbing. We cannot afford to 
destroy the nature that sustains us any longer. 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Sechelt 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
cranbrook 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
I would like to see: 
 
1. A scientific definition and commitment to ensuring the protection of 
water flows for fish and other environmental values. 
 
2. A clear mandate and the resources for local watershed groups to engage 
in watershed governance. 
 
3. An explicit statement that any private right to use water cannot harm 
the public's interest in water resources. 
 
4. Provincial water objectives to prioritize the protection of water for   
nature and to guarantee that environmental flows are enforceable and 
apply to all sectors equally – no exceptions for forestry, oil and gas, 
or other   
industry. 
 
5. New water licenses to be reviewed more regularly than every 30 years. 
We  need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
And current water licenses must undergo a review to address future water 
needs and First Nations rights. 
 
6. Appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that 
support responsible management and allow communities to engage in local 
watershed  planning. 
 
7. Increased public participation in the granting of our water licenses. 
The  public deserves the right to review water licenses and monitor the 
impact on  environmental flows. 
 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
New Denver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 



"Please protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and 
the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Revelstoke 
***Personal Identifiers Removed***" 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Pemberton 
***Personal Identifiers Removed***" 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
CANYON 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Clear and Binding Standards to Protect our Water","Dear Premier Clark, 
Minister Polak and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Salmon Arm 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Quesnel 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
West Kelowna 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vernon 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Invermere 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. Please always consider environmental standards 
supported by  independent scientific research.  The interests of most 
corporations is  making money and not about what legacy we leave to 
future generations.    
Please, as human beings consider how the new laws you are making affect 
your  children, grandchildren and all of humanity.  Please, please think 
of the  long term.  I have heard so many people say that future wars will 
be fought  over water,not oil. If we sell our water to the highest bidder 
and don't  consider the rights of all we are being extremely 
irresponsible. Without  abundant clean water we are nothing. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. This is the most 
important resource we have. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. Private rights for water 
use ABSOLUTELY cannot take precedence over public interest.  The case of 
Nestle taking public water to sell for profit back to local citizens is 
grossly unethical, and environmentally damaging. Selling it back to 
locals so there can be more waste plastic water bottles is just 
ludicrous. 
 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. Please show responsible   



leadership. 
 
 
Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley, BC 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water  Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream  health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Fernie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
We are writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and   
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Radium 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect the precious resource that is our water.","Dear Premier Clark, 
Minister Polak and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our  water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments   
to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our   
water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Saltspring island 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments   
to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our   
water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Victoria 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments   
to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our   
water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Victoria 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Victoria 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments   
to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our   
water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Otherwise I will not even think of voting for you. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Pemberton 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments   
to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our   
water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments   
to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our   
water deserves the best possible protection. It has been my observation 
that   
companies tend to say the right thing to further their profit margin and   
while I understand that, once a water shed has been fouled, that's pretty   
much the end of it. BC needs stricter protections for our water. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Coquitlam 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments   
to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our   
water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vernon 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments   
to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our   
water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. We have an pit toilet 
right next to Sproule Creek and under the current law can't get this 
removed even though it creates a significant health hazard. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. What   
implications does this have for current water rights? 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. I hope this doesn't mean a higher water tax--it cost us over   
$10,000 to put in our system which we paid for so wouldn't like to have 
to pay a higher tax. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation but obligations to 
follow set presidents for existing licenses. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, ***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Nelson 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 



 
 
"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments   
to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good start, but our   
water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream   
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
North Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water   
Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
The draft proposal is a good start, but our water deserves the best 
possible protection. I am writing to urge you to include more protection 
and clarity in some areas, as the ones listed below. 
 
A scientific definition of what constitutes proper stream flow to sustain 
the health of fish and other aquatic wildlife. 
 
Private rights for use of water must consider that water is a public 
resource for the common good of a community. 
 
Local communities need to have a voice in watershed governance and allow 
more public participation. 
 
New water licenses must have a shorter review time frame. 
 
Increase the fees charged for industrial and commercial use of 
groundwater and surface water. They are now incredibly low which 
discourages better management of this valuable resource. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Invermere 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the  21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need  to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use  water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Salmon Arm 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
kamloops 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments  to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Mount Currie 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect our water better","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Salmon Arm 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Request for improvements to the draft Water Sustainability Act","Dear 
Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Victoria 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vancouved 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Montreal 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Vancouver 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Pt. Stanley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect our water for our nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak 
and the Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). This is a groundbreaking step taken on 
your end and it means a lot! 
 
The WSA needs to explicitly state that any private rights to use water 
cannot harm the public's interest in our precious water resources! 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. . 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
canmore 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the Living Water 
Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water, as second to air it is our most essential 
resource for humans, never mind animals and plants. 
Protecting water to be our top priority. Binding standards need to be   
included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and stream 
health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
kimberley 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Baynes Lake 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Chilliwack 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Santa Monica 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 
  



"Protect water for nature","Dear Premier Clark, Minister Polak and the 
Living Water Smart Team, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the draft proposal for the 
Water Sustainability Act (WSA). 
 
I am writing to urge you to include more protections, clarity and 
commitments to protect water for nature. The draft proposal is a good 
start, but our water deserves the best possible protection. 
 
Protecting water for nature has to be our top priority. Binding standards   
need to be included in the WSA to protect water for fish, wildlife and 
stream health. Guidelines are not good enough. 
 
Likewise, our provincial water objectives must prioritize water for fish,   
wildlife and essential human uses. These objectives MUST apply to all   
industries, including forestry, oil and gas (which includes fracking) and   
other industries. 
 
Watershed governance is increasingly important for water management in 
the 21st century. Please provide a clear mandate and resources for local   
watershed groups to engage in this important process. 
 
Water Licenses need to be reviewed regularly – not every 30 years! We 
need to build in the flexibility to adapt to our changing climate. 
 
We need appropriate fee schedules for groundwater and surface water that   
supports responsible water management. Water use fees must make public   
‘cents’. 
 
Increased public participation in the granting of water licenses is 
critical to monitoring the impact on environmental flows. Please revise 
the process to enable increased public participation. 
 
Lastly, please include an explicit statement that any private right to 
use water does not harm the public’s interest. 
 
Thank you for protecting water for nature. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
Grasmere 
***Personal Identifiers Removed*** 
 


